Abstract. Let J(ß,T) = f[ (72x<pi<<x+x/TloZP ~ x/T)2dx/x2, where the sum is over prime powers. H. L. Montgomery has shown that on the Riemann hypothesis, there is a positive constant Co such that for each ß > 1 , J{ß,T) < Co/Hog2 T/T , provided that T is sufficiently large. Here we prove a slightly stronger result from which we deduce a lower bound of the same order.
Introduction
In 1943 A. Selberg [7] proved that if the Riemann hypothesis (RH) is true, then
J{ß,T) = J (w (x + j) -W(x) -^)2x~2dx
« !5¿I for fixed ß > 1 and T > 2; here y/(x) = Y^,n<xA(n), where A(n) = logp if n -pm with p a prime number and m > 1, and A(n) = 0 otherwise. H. L. Montgomery (unpublished) later made the ß dependence explicit by proving that on RH there exists an absolute constant C0 such that, for each ß > 1, (1) J(ß,T)<C,^J-as T -* oo. Proofs of this subsequently appeared in [1] , [5] , and [4] . Our object here is to prove a stronger result for J(ß, T) on RH which immediately implies ( 1 ) and, moreover, shows that apart from constants ( 1 ) is best possible. We shall use the standard symbols <, » O, o, and ~ and, unless otherwise indicated, all implied constants will be absolute. or all sufficiently large T.
The Theorem should be compared with a result of Gallagher and Mueller [ 1 ] (also see [3] ) which asserts that RH and the pair correlation conjecture together imply that for fixed ßx > ß0 > 1,
(as r-oo).
Since for 0 < ß < 1 one also has (unconditionally) that (2) j(ß>T) ~ LllLL (asT^oo) (see [1] ), we see that on the above hypotheses
Our proof will actually show that if ß > 0, then 2 2 •3^|^ <J(ß + 2,T)-J(ß , T) < 21.65^|f or all sufficiently large T. It is also possible by our method to show that (/?, -ß0f-^ « J(ßx , T) -J(ß0,T) « (ßx -ßQf^-for ßx > ßQ > 0 as long as ßx -ß0 > 6 -2\/6 = 1.10102... . It is doubtful, however, whether one can obtain this for arbitrarily small differences /?, -ßQ on RH alone.
A LEMMA
We prove the Theorem by relating J(ß ,T) to averages of the function
introduced by Montgomery [6] ; here a is real, T > 2 , w(u) -4/4 + u , and y, y' denote the imaginary parts of zeros of the Riemann zeta-function. We shall then require the following result which generalizes and strengthens Lemma A of [2J.
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Lemma. Assume the Riemann hypothesis and let c«,,n=ifiogrV' V Ainffr-/)logry Then for a > 0, ß real, and T > 2,
Proof. The proof of the lower bound in Lemma A (which corresponds to a = 2 here) extends in a straightforward way to give the lower bound in (3).
On the other hand, the upper bound in Lemma A generalizes to 2aG(a, T) which is not as good as the bound in (3) .
To obtain the present upper bound define Kb(u) = max(l -\u\/b, 0), b > 0, and consider the function
Defining the Fourier transform of f(x) by
where e(u) = e "'", we have that
Now clearly Ra(u) > 0 for all u, and Ra(u) = 1 for \u\ < a/2. Furthermore (see [5] ), F (a , 7*) > 0. Hence
This proves the result.
We require the lower bound of the lemma for a = 2 -r\ and the upper bound for a = 2 + r\, where n > 0. Montgomery [6] has shown that on RH, G(a,T) for 0 < a < 1 as T -► co . Hence 
Proof of the theorem and corollary
We begin by quoting two results from Goldston [3] . We remind the reader that the Riemann hypothesis is assumed throughout this section.
Let g(x) be a complex valued function such that g(x) < (1+x2)-1, g(co) < (1 + co2)~l , and g(co) -0 for co < 0, and define (6) H±(n,U)= f á,+0 (7) where 0 < 8 < n . Now (sin(áz/2)/Z) is monotone decreasing for 0 < t < 6T, so by (6) this is and all T sufficiently large. To obtain the upper bound we again take g and g as above (although b will be different). By the growth condition on g and the estimate ¿~2u_1<y<u 1 < log(|zz| + 2), we easily obtain the bound e4«-^)
Using this, we find that as 7 -> oo .
We now combine (8), (10) (with b = 2 + 2n ), and (11) to obtain J(ß + 2 + n,T)-J(ß + r1,T)
Thus, /(A,7)»^»^l0g2r T r T and, by the theorem, J(ß, 7) < (7(3, 7) -7(1, 7)) + 7(1, 7)
